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Grade 8 Reading/Literature (Master)

Essential Questions Content Skills
Fall Literature Analysis

 How do literary elements convey
meaning?

How does fiction illuminate human fears?

Comprehension
 How to reading strategies enhance
understanding?

Literature Analysis
 A. Analysis of Theme
     --Utopia/Dystopia
     --Equality vs. Sameness
     --Censorship
     --Happiness vs. Pleasure
     --Technology vs. Fear/ Ethics
     --Governmental Control/Brainwashing

 B. Literary Elements
     --Characterization
     --Foreshadowing
     -- Mood
     -- Symbolism
     -- Allusion
     -- Figurative Language
     --Conflict
     -- Climax

Comprehension
 C. Reading Strategies
     --Annotations
     --Questions
     --Inferences
     --Prediction
     --Connections
            --text to text
            --text to world
            --text to self

Literature Genre
 D. Exposure to Genre
     -Science Fiction

A. Discuss various themes in the text
 A. Explain the importance of the theme to the text and
sometimes in real life

B. Identify literary elements
 B. Support understanding of literary elements by finding
examples in text

C. Formulate questions to enhance understanding of the text
 C. Underline/Highlight sections of the text that:
         --raise questions
         -- are important for discussion
 C. Make inferences regarding theme and characterization
 C. Make predictions about what is going to happen in the text
 C. Connect the text to themselves, the world, and other
texts/media

D. Explore literature genres

Literature Analysis
 How do the story elements shape the
narrative

Literature Analysis 
 A. Exposition
     --Setting
     --Character
     --Point of view
     --Inciting incident

B. Rising Action

C. Climax
     --Conflict
     --Turning point

D. Falling Action

 E. Resolution

A. Identify the elements of exposition

B. Determine the key events that bring the characters to the
climax

C. Distinguish the main climax
 C. Relate the climax to the conflict
 C. Identify the turning point
 C. Explain what changes occur at the turning point

D. Determine key events that bring the characters to the
resolution

E. Describe and evaluate the resolution

F. Explore literature
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C. Climax
     --Conflict
     --Turning point

D. Falling Action

 E. Resolution

Literature Genres
 F. Exposure to literature genres
     --classics

D. Determine key events that bring the characters to the
resolution

E. Describe and evaluate the resolution

F. Explore literature

Literature Analysis
 How do authors use literary elements to
effectively engage readers?

Vocabulary
 What is the importance of understanding
the vocabulary to gain meaning of text?

Literature Analysis
 A. Literary Elements
     --Conflict
     --Irony
     --Foreshadowing
     --Antagonist/Protagonist
     --Mood
     --Tone
     --Satire
     --Flashback
     --Characterization
     --Style
    --Theme

Vocabulary
 B. Vocabulary skills

Literature Genre
 C. Exposure to literature genres
     --mystery/suspense
     --humor/satire
     --realistic fiction

A. Identify irony in short stories
 A. Reread text to find instances of foreshadowing
 A. Predicting outcomes based on foreshadowing
 A. Identify protagonist and antagonist within the context of
the conflict
 A. Analyze author's word choice in creating mood, style, and
tone
 A. Sequence events in relation to mood and tone
 A. Analyze satirical elements of theme
 A. Analyze how flashback serves to illuminate themes and
character development in the main narrative
 A. Connect story's themes to real life & human nature

B. Demonstrate understanding of unfamiliar vocabulary in
story's text by using the words in context

C. Explore literature

Winter Literature Analysis
 What is our responsibility in confronting
social injustice?

Comprehension
 How are literary elements used to convey
meaning?

Why is it important to apply reading
strategies?

Literature Analysis
 A. Analysis of Theme
     --Social injustice
         --race relations
         --tolerance
         --Socioeconomic differences
     --Coming of Age
     --Gender differences
     --Family connections

 Comprehension
 B. Literary Elements
     --Characterization
     --Foreshadowing
     -- Mood
     -- Symbolism
     -- Allusion
     -- Figurative Language
     --Conflict

A. Discuss various themes in the text
 A. Explain importance of the theme to the text and to real life

B. Identify the elements of literature
 B. Collect examples of literary elements

C. Formulate questions to enhance understanding of text
 C. Underline/Highlight text that:
         --raises questions
         --inspires discussion
 C. Make inferences regarding theme and characterization
 C. Make predictions
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 B. Literary Elements
     --Characterization
     --Foreshadowing
     -- Mood
     -- Symbolism
     -- Allusion
     -- Figurative Language
     --Conflict
     -- Climax

C. Reading Strategies
     --Annotation
     --Questions
     --Inferences
     --Prediction
     --Connections
            --text to text
            --text to world
            --text to self

Literature Genres
 D. Exposure to literature genres
     --historical fiction
     --realistic fiction
     --essays
     --poetry

C. Formulate questions to enhance understanding of text
 C. Underline/Highlight text that:
         --raises questions
         --inspires discussion
 C. Make inferences regarding theme and characterization
 C. Make predictions
 C. Connect text to self, world, and other texts/media

D. Explore literature

Literature Analysis
 How does understanding other cultures
help us to understand ourselves?

Comprehension
 Why is it important to apply reading
strategies?

Literature Analysis
 A. Analysis of Theme & Character
     --Coming of Age
     --Overcoming hardships
     --Self-Actualization
     --Gender differences
     --Family connections
     --Social injustice
         --Chinese culture
         --Socioeconomic differences

Comprehension 
 B. Reading Strategies
     --Annotation
     --Questions
     --Inferences
     --Predictions
     --Connections
            --text to text
            --text to world
            --text to self

Literature Genres
 C. Exposure to literature genres
     --realistic fiction

A. Make inferences regarding character development and
motivation
 A. Discuss various themes in the text.
 A. Explain importance of theme to text and real life

B. Formulate questions to enhance understanding of the text
 B. Underline/Highlight sections of the text that:
         --raise questions
         -- are important for discussion
 B. Make inferences regarding theme and characterization
 B. Make predictions about what is going to happen in the text
 B. Connect the text to themselves, the world, and other
texts/media

C. Explore literature
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            --text to text
            --text to world
            --text to self

Literature Genres
 C. Exposure to literature genres
     --realistic fiction

Literary Analysis
 How do hardships in childhood shape the
person you will become?

Comprehension
 Why is it important to apply reading
strategies?

Literary Analysis
 A. Analysis of Theme & Character
     --Childhood & Coming of Age
     --Overcoming hardships
     --Self-Actualization
     --Family connections/conflict

 Comprehension
 B. Reading Strategies
     --Annotation
     --Questions
     --Inferences
     --Predictions
     --Connections
            --text to text
            --text to world
            --text to self

Literature Genres
 C. Exposure to literature genres
     --poetry
     --science fiction/fantasy

A. Make inferences regarding character development and
motivation
 A. Discuss various themes in the text
 A. Explain importance of theme to text and real life

B. Formulate questions to enhance understanding of the text
 B. Underline/Highlight sections of the text that:
         --raise questions
         --are important for discussion
 B. Make inferences regarding theme and characterization
 B. Make predictions about what is going to happen in the text
 B. Connect the text to themselves, the world, and other
texts/media

C. Explore literature

Spring Literary Analysis
 What is our responsibility in confronting
evil?

Comprehension
 Why is it important to apply reading
strategies?

How are literary elements used to convey
meaning?

Vocabulary
 What is the importance of understanding
vocabulary to gain meaning of text?

Literary Analysis
 A. Analysis of Theme & Character
     --Social injustice
         --Anti-Semitism
         --Human Rights
         --Cultural Prejudices
         --Coming of Age
     --Overcoming hardships
     --Self-Actualization
     --Family connections

B. Analysis of historical setting

Comprehension
 C. Reading Strategies
     --Annotation
     --Questions
     --Inferences
     --Predictions
     --Connections
            --text to text
            --text to world
            --text to self

A. Make inferences regarding character development and
motivation
 A. Discuss various themes in the text
 A. Explain importance of theme to text and real life
 B. Develop understanding of WWII across the globe

C. Formulate questions to enhance understanding of the text
 C. Underline/Highlight sections of the text that:
         --raise questions
         -- are important for discussion
 C. Make inferences regarding theme and characterization
 C. Make predictions about what is going to happen in the text
 C. Connect the text to themselves, the world, and other
texts/media

D. Understand and apply historical terms & vocabulary in
context

E. Identify historical symbols
 E. Analyze meaning of symbols

F. Explore literature
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     --Annotation
     --Questions
     --Inferences
     --Predictions
     --Connections
            --text to text
            --text to world
            --text to self

D. Symbolism

Vocabulary
 E. Vocabulary Skills

Literature Genres
 F. Exposure to literature genres
     --historical fiction
     --biography
     --poetry

D. Understand and apply historical terms & vocabulary in
context

E. Identify historical symbols
 E. Analyze meaning of symbols

F. Explore literature

Reading Behaviors
 How does self-selection and reflection
impact our growth as readers?

Comprehension
 How will active reading strategies make
you a more effective reader?

Reading Behaviors
 A. Outside reading project
     --Time management
     --Organization
     -- Genre study

 Comprehension
 B. Active Reading
     --Independent application of     strategies

Literature Genres
 C. Exposure to literature genres
     --various

A. Interpret text independently
 A. Organize time and reading for long-term project
 A. Develop a timeline for reading and project completion
 A. Develop a positive attitude toward reading
 A. Participating in class silent reading
 A. Apply multiple intelligences to decide on final product
 A. Negotiate reading contract/goals
 A. Identify and appreciate characteristics of specific genres
 A. Expand literary horizons

B. Make connections between text, self, and world
 B. Make predictions
 B. Ask questions
 B. Visualize setting, characters, and actions
 B. Respond to reading in a personal way

C. Explore literature
Literature Genres
 How can I be a responsible consumer of
news media?

Vocabulary
 What is the importance of understanding
vocabulary to gain meaning of text?

Literature Genres
 A. Newspaper Analysis
         --Writing style
         -- Organization
         --Parts of a newspaper

Vocabulary
 B. Self Selected Vocabulary

Literature Genre
 C. Exposure to literature genre
     --periodicals
     --newspapers

A. Analyze various newspapers for content, style and
organization
 A. Compare the parts of newspaper
 A. Determine what elements belong in each section of the
newspaper
 A. Evaluate the differences between newspapers

B. Choose words they don't understand
 B. Define the words and use them in context

C. Explore literature
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Literature Genre
 C. Exposure to literature genre
     --periodicals
     --newspapers

 B. Define the words and use them in context

C. Explore literature


